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Word building U.21-U.26 for summative test



Word building U.21-U.26 1. Necessity (n.)ก / Necessities (n.) /necessarily (Adv.)/ necessitate (V.) 2. Luxurious (adj.) =    Luxuriant (adj.) =   3. treat yourself to = to do sth. on impulse = to do sth. without planning in advance. 4. Bold (adj.) = brave / Boldness (N.) 5. Reliable (Adj.) =Dependable (Adj.) Reliably (adv.)



Dependent (adj.)   



Reliability (N.)



Dependency !" Dependent  Dependence (N.) =ก  #



%$6. Belief (n.)  !ก$ disbelief (n.) / Believable  !ก$unbelievable (Adj.) 7. Constructor &ก'  / construction ก ก' /constructive ก %ก$(   /constructionist



&)* 8. Regenerate (V.) =improve 9.Reopen = begin again 10. Possess (v.) =own 11. Repossess (v.) = ก*$ ก*$  %ก = Reclaim 12. Extend (V.) extension extensive ก+,'ก extent ' %'!%%ก- 13. Artful (adj.) = *'* % 14. Arts  .# */ 15. Sculptor .'01 Sculpt 01 Sculptural (Adj.) Sculptured Sculpture !01 16. (in)different (in)difference 17. Memorize=  memory (n.) memo/memorandum   2ก$ก
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Word building U.21-U.26 for summative test 18. Simultaneously = Coincidence ก !" ก$ 19. disarm =remove weapon 20. Repertoire */



21. Grow up (3$% 22. Pull up the break = stop doing sth. 23. build up = increase 24. Tragedian $ก)



#  25. Company teamwork = ก*' 26. Partnership '  'ก$ 27. Determine want to do sth very much seriously 28. Adopt sth. = +. 29. Adopt s.o. = bring up look after = feed = adopted child 30. add that =    31. Striking = Noticeable 



)* 32. Changeable  !ก$ Changeless -'ก *% 33. Settle = inhabit = dwell = lodge = reside =abide = %'#$% 34. Suburb = . suburbanite =person 35. Peaceable = $ก =peace-loving 36. Derelict = %'+ 4  37. Polluted Adj. = '% 38. pollutant = $+ก *4/ 39. Deprived = -' %/ก 40. Low-rise =ก"% /High-rise = Sky-scrapper = ก /56
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Word building U.21-U.26 for summative test 41. Cramped (v.) /  42. Amenity (N.) = %/ก 43. Pedestrian =   44. Congestion = )$ 45. uprooted (v.) made to leave 46. up help = maintenance 47. upmarket (adj.) =expensive 48. Upside (n.) = advantage 49. Architecture (n.) = 20%ก



 50. Architectural (Adj.) กก 51. take to =   
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Aug 24, 2014 - Social Development. Let us ensure our children use magic words on a regular basis. Be a role model for our children and use these words yourself as well around our children. Magic words like : Please, Thank You, Sorry, Etc. Also, greet
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Word meaning, concepts and Word meaning ... 

In the writing of this thesis, I have benefitted from the continuous support and .... I will also try to show how pragmatics can help to explain how concepts expressing .... and/or inaccessible to people's perceptual systems and therefore unsuitable 
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pragmatics, concepts have come to play a prominent role, although not much work ..... I start by outlining the linguistic underdeterminacy thesis, which holds that in ...... So the contents of mind-internal concepts like DOG, COFFEE, WATER, ...... 'r
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